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ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES INSTITUTE
The Environmental Studies Institute (ESI) is a U.S. non-profit corporation
(501(c)(3)) founded in May 1981 to conduct scientific research and education
relevant to public policy and the environment. Since its founding ESI has done
groundbreaking work throughout the world for United Nations organizations,
national governments, leaders, and non-governmental organizations on topics
ranging from nuclear accidents and waste management, biodiversity, climate, and
persistent organic pollutants through desertification, restoration ecology, and
sustainable development. ESI is registered in the state of California Registry of
Charitable Foundations and with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Its principals
may be reached at the contacts shown on the cover page to this volume. All
contributions to ESI's work are tax exempt under U.S. law.

STATEMENT OF PRECEDENCE AND COPYRIGHT
This is the only official version of the feasibility study final report. This edition has
been expanded significantly, revised extensively, and edited professionally from
previous electronic and hard copy drafts, which it supplants. Earlier drafts of this
feasibility report, or parts thereof, both electronic and hard copy, are invalid, must
not be referenced, cited, or attributed, and should be destroyed. The current
hardbound version of the feasibility study is copyrighted and registered with the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and may not be duplicated in whole or part
without explicit written permission from ESI, except by officials of the Government
of Nauru, the Nauru Rehabilitation Corporation, the Nauru Phosphate
Corporation, and their designated agents, when authorized in writing.
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ABSTRACT
(Proprietary Information Redacted)
This report evaluates the feasibility of establishing an industry on Nauru based on the
processing of limestone, selling the products on the international dimension stone market,
and linking this limestone industry to the rehabilitation and sustainable development of
Nauru. Part I explores the geology of the limestone pinnacles and their relation to the
origin of Nauru Island. The pinnacles project vertically about 11 m from elongated
ridges of limestone parallel to the shoreline and connected to a solid limestone cap that
extends below sea level. The geological evidence supports the hypothesis that the
limestone was formed by wave action in a shallow tropical sea. Evidence is presented
that phosphate was deposited between the pinnacles by upwelling of marine organisms
during repeated climate cycles, and did not originate from avian guano.
Part II demonstrates that the limestone pinnacles can be readily quarried using
conventional quarrying equipment and methods. Evidence is presented that the most
efficient and cost-effective quarrying method is drill-and-split. Calculation of the volume
of the pinnacles and sub-surface limestone cap indicates that Nauruan limestone is, for
practical purposes, unlimited in supply. Quantitative calculation of the volume of troughs
between pinnacles, which contain secondary phosphate, indicates that the reserves of
secondary phosphate are 76.8 million tonnes dry, nearly four times the highest previous
estimate of 20 million tonnes. Preparation of limestone samples for laboratory and
market evaluation is detailed. Part II concludes with the demonstration that Nauruan
limestone can be split using conventional hydraulic guillotine equipment to produce
blocks and bricks of limestone, a model for Phase 1 of Nauru's limestone industry.
Part III evaluates samples cut from pinnacles, boulders, and deep cores. The results show
that the pinnacles are pure, high-density dolomitic limestone with high compressive
strength and physical/chemical properties that make it uniquely ideal for the dimension
stone market. Nauruan pinnacle and deep stone meets the commercial definition and
most scientific criteria for marble. Preliminary market analysis shows that Nauruan stone
will have relatively high value on the international dimension stone market, supported by
a “green” market narrative that will help differentiate Nauruan limestone products. The
final chapter of Part III concludes with the steps by which the limestone industry can be
initiated while minimizing developmental risk to Nauru, in two years and on a budget
estimated at US$1 million.
Part IV links the proposed limestone industry with the rehabilitation and sustainable
development of Nauru. This linkage can be achieved by integrating the limestone
industry with the secondary phosphate industry and rehabilitation, in a mutuallyreinforcing interactive industry that can restore Nauru’s tropical ecosystems and yield a
fully sustainable Nauruan economy within a few generations. Industrial processes and
managerial structures for such an integrated industry are described and evaluated.
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